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This  thesis  was  done  in  cooperation  with  the  Joint  United  Nations  Program  on
HIV/AIDS or UNAIDS. The mission of UNAIDS is to inspire the world in achieving
universal  access to HIV support.  UNAIDS collects data from 193 United Nations’
member  states,  and  tracks  progress  towards  global  AIDS targets  writing  annual
reports. UNAIDS manifested the need for assistance on this task seeking expertise in
implementing efficient AI and NLP solutions to improve working with vast amounts of
unstructured data, which is typically highly laborious. A solution in the form of PoC
was built  using  AI  tools  such as  Natural  Language Processing  NLP and Optical
Character Recognition OCR. These tools work by summarizing text and extracting
numerical information from tables embedded in reports, respectively. These functions
were  integrated  with  a  user  interface  UI  to  facilitate  the  operation  by  UNAIDS
experts. In addition, visualization functions were also developed to monitor monetary
investments  per  country  and  the  number  of  people  living  with  HIV.   Similarly,
sentiment  analysis  and  population  pyramids  charts  were  also  included  as  visual
capabilities  in  the  solution.  Finally,  the  critical  functionality  developed  was  the
“integration” tab which puts the results from all the other functionalities in a logical
output resembling a dashboard; experts can evaluate the HIV situation for a specific
year and country.  As a final  deliverable result,  a PoC was presented to UNAIDS
experts.  UNAIDS  indicated  that  using  this  AI  summarizer  assistant  solution  and
further AI implementations might save an estimated 30–40% of time spent on data
analysis.
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1 Introduction

Originally,  Artificial  intelligence  (AI)  was  conceived  as  a  field  of  computer

science concerned with constructing intelligent agents as computer algorithms

and  understanding  the  generation  of  intelligence  as  a  technological

phenomenon [1].  Nowadays, the search for this level of intelligence involves

several  fields  such as  mathematics,  linguistics,  philosophy,  psychology,  and

biological sciences. Within the linguistic scientific field, the ultimate objective is

to develop software that can understand and generate human languages [2].

On the technical side, AI methods can be grouped into two main groups: 1. the

classic  or  rule-based,  where  an  algorithm is  constructed  based  on  boolean

logic. 2. the statistical and machine learning approach: where examples of data

with  results  are  presented  to  the  algorithm,  which  produces  an  internal

representation (learning) of  the relationship input-result  and then is ready to

predict [3] (Figure 1).

1.1 Thesis structure

Chapter One, “Introduction”, presents the concepts of Artificial Intelligence and

Natural  Language Processing NLP. There is a short  literature review on the

most relevant techniques for NLP. Additionally, the study case is presented.

Chapter  two  presents  and  describes  the  technology  used  and  the  solution

developed “AI summarizer assistant”.

Chapter  three  presents  the  operation  of  the  “AI  summarizer  assistant”  with

examples of procedures and screenshots.
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Chapter four discusses the solution performance, the impression from the client

UNAIDS and further points to improve.  

1.2 Review: From machine learning to natural language processing

Machine  learning  models  are  usually  described  as  black  boxes  with  an

understanding  of  the  structural  component  parts  such as  matrices,  decision

trees, optimization algorithms, but less on the emergent properties from these

algorithms exhibited when they predict [1]. A classic example of this is Deep

Learning DL algorithms, whose body plan is a dense neural network (Figure

2A). 

Figure 1. Diagram of paradigms to develop adaptable models and AI. The first

diagram shows the classic paradigm pipeline, data is fed, and the user needs to

program the logic  to  achieve expected predictions,  e.g.  programming chess

game. The second diagram on the bottom shows that data and output feed an

adaptable algorithm. Then the algorithm changes its internal parameters and

generates predictions on new data.

These neural networks comprise neurons grouped in layers of neurons. Each

neuron contains an activation function that acts as a threshold propagating or

stopping  the  information  to  the  subsequent  layers  of  neurons  (Forward
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propagation). The network ends with a cost function, which evaluates a given

prediction  using  an  optimizer;  if  the  forecast  deviates  from  the  target,

information is sent back through the network in reverse order, from the last to

the first layer (Backward propagation). On each iteration, including a forward

and  backward  propagation,  the  neuron  parameters  (weights  values)  get

corrected, improving the accuracy of the prediction. Finally, the correction ends

when the prediction matches the labels presented; at this point, it is said that

the neural network has been trained [3, 4]. Deep Learning uses programming

API libraries such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, Transformers, etc.,  which makes

the training of models for software such as R and Python [2]. The primary uses

for  Deep  Learning  are  for  computer  vision  problems  such  as  recognizing

images, faces and detecting objects; these problems are tackled with a specific

neural  network  architecture  known  as  Convolutional  Neural  Network  (CNN)

(Figure 2B) [5, 6]. Additionally, when DL deals with languages, such as spelling

correction,  grammar  checking,  text  translation,  text  understanding,  and  text

generation, they use a more sophisticated architecture known as Transformers

[7] Figure 3. 

Language processing is not an easy task to be handled by computers, which is

caused  by  the  intrinsic  features  of  any  language,  such  as  the  presence  of

multiple grammar exceptions and fast evolution and creation of new words. The

first non-deep learning attempts to interpret language data were based on text

fragmentation; this is to break paragraphs into sentences and sentences into

words (parsing), for example, using the ELIZA NLP tool [8]. The objective was

to analyze the dependency probabilistically among words and generate new

sentences.  Later,  the  “Frames”  framework  emerged,  which  is  a  further

development from ELIZA that incorporates a contextual data structure of texts

to the previous method, refining the sentence generation [8]. A parallel attempt

to sentence generation was a technique called “Fine State Machines”, which

utilized gates containing sentences connected deterministically. 
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For each input gate, there is a specific output gate for text generation. Notice

that output gates can act later as input gates creating a closed loop of input-

output without generating a new text [2].

Figure 2. A. The diagram shows an example of a Dense Neural network, where

circles  are  neurons,  and  arrows  indicate  their  connection. B.  This  diagram

represents the Convolutional Neural Network. The photo was taken from LeCun

et al. [5]. 

Often text analysis in the form of meaning extraction or text generation exhibit

some inherent complexities related to the position of words within a sentence;

this implies that a change in the order of the word may change the meaning of a

sentence.  Similarly,  sentences  are  in  a  specific  semantic  order  within  a

paragraph and apply paragraphs within the text.  Additionally,  there exist  the

problem of using synonyms and the problem of using different expressions that

have the  same meaning within  sentences.  The traditional  deep learning  DL

methods, such as dense and convolutional neural network architectures, have
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been  tested  to  handle  these  problems  [3].  These  techniques  exhibit  some

success for text classification tasks, but they fail  on text  summarization and

generations. The problem seems to be that these techniques use text data as a

bag of words and not as a sequence of words [2, 3].

For  this  reason,  a  new  set  of  neural  networks  were  designed  to  handle

sequences, time-series data such as recurrent neural networks RNN including

‘Long-short  term  memory’  LSTM  and  gated  recurrent  unit  GRU  [2].  RNN

incorporates feedbacks between gates to allow and stop the flow of information.

LSTM add memory gates to maintain the local and global semantic of a text.

GRU  is  a  variation  of  LSTM  whose  “units”  and  “gates”  control  how  much

information is kept from previous inputs within the neural network. Nevertheless,

they all failed to maintain the hierarchical spatial dependency of words in the

text so that the semantics do not get lost [2, 3, 9, 10]. All these neural networks

are based on the idea of “supervised learning”, where algorithms are presented

with examples of the correct output they have to achieve. The counterpart of

supervised  learning  is  unsupervised  learning,  where  algorithms  can  find

patterns within a non-labelled data set. For NLP, a particular set of algorithms

have been developed named “autoencoder”. These comprise hidden layers that

encode  input  vectors  and  add  size  constraints  to  them,  for  example,

compressing the output per layer like PCA operation [2]. 

These  techniques  led  to  the  development  of  the  “Transformers”,  a  more

complex and sophisticated type of neural network architecture, which also takes

the  new  elements  developed  for  LSTM,  GRU  and  autoencoders.  They  are

made of two stacks, the encoder and the decoder stack [7, 9, 10]. The encoder

stack receives the text information where each word is converted as a token

forming a numeric vector. Then, the encoder assigns importance to each word

received according to the sentence’s order and context. The “attention layer”
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unit does this. Later, data is normalized and passed through a dense neural

network to end up in the decoder stack [9, 10, 11].

Transformers architecture  handles  language type data  such as  text,  speech

among others.  They were initially  designed to  do text  translations,  but  their

success has promoted the development of advanced language models, such as

BERT  and  GPT  models.  These  two  are  successful  examples  based  on

transformer architecture and whose applications are related to text generation

and summarization. In this project,  I  utilize the summarizing capabilities of a

type of transformer to build a summarizer functionality [9].

Figure 3. Schema of a transformer. Encoder and decoder same components:

self-attention, Normalization, Feed Forward layers. The encoder stack is located

on the left,  while the decoder stack is located on the right side—Diagram is

taken from Alammar [9].
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1.3 Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

In addition to text summarization, there is a need to extract digital information

from documents and convert them into a more manipulative format. This need

has promoted the development of Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Often

OCR systems utilize a camera. Usually, these systems take a photo and parse

information from the image to text. Modern versions of OCR software use NLP

language  tools  such  as  LSTM  architectures,  e.g.  “tesseract  4”  trained  to

recognize lines of text  instead of single characters [12].  For example, some

OCR systems can recognize document sections and digitally reconstruct the

text in the same format. This is the case of Amazon Textract OCR, which uses

the  tesseract  engine  as  a  back-end  to  read  and  process  any  document,

accurately extracting text, handwriting, tables, and other data without manual

effort. Developers can automate document processing and take action on the

information extracted using SDK Boto3 [13] and embedded in any software.  

1.4 Study case UNAIDS

This thesis aims to collaborate with The Joint United Nations Programme on

HIV/AIDS  or  UNAIDS  developing  AI  technologies  to  improve  data

summarization  and  analysis  specifically  for  their  reporting  tool  Global  AIDS

Monitoring  GAM [14].  UNAIDS must  annually  deliver  this  strategic  report  to

diagnose the  status  and progress made of  the  AIDS epidemic  at  the  local,

national, regional and global levels. This reporting process comprises extensive

data  collection  on  different  topics  related  to  AIDS  such  as  epidemiology,

finance,  discrimination  and  legislation.  For  example,  to  build  reports,  it  is

necessary to search the internet for relevant official and non-official information

such as scientific papers and NGO reports; once the information is gathered,

UNAIDS analysts read and assess whether or not the contained information is
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relevant. This has been described as a demanding and time-consuming task,

and there would be a great  benefit  in building an intelligent search function

looking for relevant paragraphs over documents. 

Additionally,  and with the benefits  of  AI  tools,  documents considered helpful

must be gathered to be later summarized. For example, intelligent recognition of

essential  papers and paragraphs can be implemented by a keyword search

engine implemented using libraries such as SpaCy in Python [15], or tools like

ElasticSearch,  coupled  with  a  language  model,  e.g.  BERT  [10,  15,  17].  In

addition, numerical information needs to be extracted from tables and figures.

Here, implementing an OCR system that allows the extraction of tables from

PDF files or any other document would reduce the time in passing information

from one document to another. 

1.5. Objectives

This thesis describes the development and operation of an AI software solution

that is delivered as a Proof of Concept PoC to UNAIDS. This solution aims to

facilitate  data  scanning,  extraction,  text  summarization  and  reporting  for

UNAIDS officers.  Together  with  UNAIDS,  experts  agreed  on  the  AI-specific

functionalities  that  will  help  them in  their  reporting  tasks.  The  identified  AI-

functionalities become the following objectives:

 Keyword search development

 Text summarization development engine based in a AI language model

 Table extraction OCR development tool transforms it into an Excel file.

 Quantitative trends display

 Development of an user interface where all these functionalities are 

integrated.
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2 Methods

A  solution  was  developed  in  a  direct  dialogue  with  UNAIDS  experts.  This

dialogue was organized by a series of meetings where experts presented their

current  methods  to  gather  information  from  several  reports  received  from

UNAIDS  representative  countries.  Together  we  discussed  AI  possibilities

(meeting notes in Appendix 1). Finally, an iterative solution was presented and

named “AI Summarizer Assistant”. 

2.1 List of technologies to be used in the thesis 

1. The work will be developed in Python software version 3.8.

 2.  An  user  interface  UI  as  a  web  page  was  developed  using  Flask  2.0

development  framework  [19]  comprising  the  following  functionalities:  text

search,  text  summarization,  table  extraction,  quantitative  analyses  and

integration.

 3. An advanced pretrained Natural Language Processing library was used to 

develop a summarization text based on BERT: “distilbert-base-uncased-fine-

tuned-sst-2-english” [20].

 4. AMAZON Cloud Services, Textract OCR service, was used to parse tables 

and charts from documents [13].

5. MongoDB to save an important document and summaries [18].

The source code for this solution can be found in my repository in Github [28].
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2.2 Solution design and description

In  Figure  4,  the  solution  developed  is  presented,  which  starts  with  1.  the

document search and summarizer pipeline start with the user who searches and

collects relevant documents from the internet specifying keywords, e.g., HIV,

discrimination, and Kenya. The papers found will be stored on a local computer,

a server folder or S3 buckets from the AWS cloud provider. Then, the users can

request  the extraction of  relevant  paragraphs from documents  found.  Those

paragraphs are  later  stored  in  a  NoSql  database,  i.e.  MongoDB.  Later,  the

users can request a summary of all sections calculating at the same time the

sentiment of each one of them. 2. The second functionality corresponds to the

ability  to  parse  tables  to  spreadsheet  formats.  This  is  achieved  using  a

connection between the AI summarizer solution and the AWS cloud provider via

SDK, e.g., BOTO3; the resulting excel files will be stored either in a local or a

dedicated S3 storage bucket. This function utilizes a keyword search engine to

find relevant documents and tables within records found. 3. The third section

represents  the  outputs  offered  by  the  AI  summarizer:  i.  automatic  report

summarization;  ii.  quantitative  trends  regarding  prices,  investments,  or

epidemiological  data.  Finally,  "trends  validation"  is  also  represented  as  the

result in the AI summarizer assistant.

2.3 User interface description

All the functionalities presented in Figure 4 were integrated into a simple Python

user interface which also acted as API (Figure 5).  This  API was developed

using the Python library Flask, and the following functionalities were embedded

inside acting as individual tabs:
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2.3.1 Keyword search

This is the core function of the solution. It was built in Python software using the

library SpaCy. This function allows the user to specify keywords for searching

paragraphs where the combination of words are located in a document; the user

interface  retrieves  a  list  of  the  paragraphs  stored  in  a  NoSql  database

MongoDB (Figure 6).

2.3.2 Text summarization

The list of paragraphs found and stored in MongoDB with the Keyword search

function was summarized by the trained transformer (NLP algorithm) “distilbert-

base-uncased-fine-tuned-sst-2-english” [20, 21]. The model was embedded in

the API tab under the tab “summarization”. The operation for this function starts

when  the  user  chooses  one  paragraph,  and  the  summarizer  retrieves  a

synthesis of the text. The summaries are stored in a NoSql database MongoDB

(Figure 5. point 1 and Figure 6).

2.3.3 Table extraction

To identify correct tables containing the appropriate information, the keyword

search function was modified to identify relevant tables within PDF documents

(Figure 5, point 2). This functionality was embedded in a “table extraction” route

within  the  flask  API  developed.  The  functionality  is  connected  to  the  AWS

Textract service, which takes a table from a PDF document and transforms it

into an Excel file stored in a local folder. The tables in Excel format are stored in

S3 Bucket within AWS web services, with a copy in the user’s local directory

(Figure 4. section 2).
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Figure 4. Illustration of the AI summarizer assistant solution. For simplicity, the

diagram is divided into three sections: 1. Document search (manually) and AI

summarizer functions (using BERT NLP model),  2.  Table extraction function

pipeline, and 3. the outputs from the solutions.

2.3.4 Quantitative analysis

Two analytic functions were embedded in the “quantitative analyses” tab. The

first function was developed to extract quantitative data in the form of tabular

datasets;  for  example,  expenditures  for  HIV  prevention  taken  from  GAM

expenditure  data  [22];  and  the  number  of  new infections  over  time,  whose

source was Epidemiology and treatment GAM [23]. The objective was to create

connections between these two datasets and visualize the relationship between

investment and the number of people living with HIV per country. Such analysis

and visualizations were defined together with UNAIDS experts to evaluate the

effect  of  investments  of  HIV  prevalence  in  the  population.  Additionally,  to

complement the previous analysis, population pyramids were presented; users
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can choose the country and have an idea about the age distribution per gender

per country during a particular year. This last function gathers population data

from The Department of Economic and Social Affairs and the United Nations

[24] and plots population pyramids for a country and a year specified by the

user (Figure 5, point 3).

2.3.5 Integration

This This page aims to provide a quantitative view of the population structure

and the relationship between mitigation and the number of people living with

HIV  within  a  selected  country.  A  sentiment  representation  on  the  chosen

keywords is presented, and a text summary is provided (Figure 5, point 4). The

paragraph saved in MongoDB is extracted, and the sentiment is calculated. The

sentiment  was  calculated  using  another  functionality  from  the  same  API

provided  by  Huggingface  [20]  using  the  same  algorithm  “distilbert-base-

uncased-fine-tuned-sst-2-english” [20, 21].  

This integration, the last function, is the most important. It starts clicking the tab

“integration”  since  it  takes  the  results  from  the  previously  developed

functionalities and puts them together in an organized manner.
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Figure 5. The User Interface was developed using the Flask framework in 

Python. The UI is simple and contains four tabs: 1. Text summarization, 2. 

Table Extraction, 3. Quantitative Analyses, and 4. Integration.

3 Operation and results

This  section  presents  the  actual  operation  of  the  AI  Summarizer  assistant

solution applied to documents concerning HIV general  status for Kenya and

South Africa. 

3.1 Text summarization operation with an example

The summarization was tested using the report by the Kenyan ministry of health

for the year 2016 [25], while the table extraction was tested using a report from

the Treasury Ministry from South Africa [24].  The document was uploaded to

the AI summarizer solution and paragraphs were extracted using the following

keywords  “HIV”  and  “ART”.  The  backend  engine  searches  for  the  relevant

paragraph where these keywords occur and then an AI transformer algorithm

“BERT:  distilbert-base-uncased-fine  tuned-sst-2-english”  synthesizes  the

paragraph. A detailed summary achieved by the transformer is here:
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One original paragraph found:

“The costing of HIV interventions in this study is based on 2016 HIV guidelines

and considers two scenarios: NASCOP and Standard. The NASCOP scenario

was based on national HIV programme targets towards achievement of 90-90-

90, and the Standard scenario was based on the assumption that the guidelines

would be fully implemented as spelt  out in the 2016  ART  guidelines. In the

NASCOP scenario, the population base is assumed to be constant for the four-

year costing projections, while the Standard scenario adjusts its population in

need to consider incidence, mortality, and population growth rates. However,

both scenarios considered two key assumptions: the gains obtained from the

reduction in HIV mortality and the reduction in  HIV incidence rates. Findings

have shown that the average annual cost of putting a patient on ARVs is Ksh

12,032.36 (US$115.7). The Standard scenario costs more than the NASCOP

scenario,  although  differences  vary  across  programme  areas.  The  key

biomedical  cost  drivers  in  both  scenarios  were  ARTs  and  laboratory

management.  Although  non-biomedical  interventions  seemed  to  be  a  cost

driver, these cost estimates were derived as a proportion of the total cost based

on the report of a cost study of HIV treatment conducted in 2013 (U.S. Centers

for Diseases Control and Kenya Ministry of Health, (2013), which had an in-

depth  micro-costing  of  both  medical  and  non-medical  HIV programme

interventions. In conclusion, there is an expected escalation in future costs with

the implementation of the new 2016 ART guidelines. This is due to inclusion of

more people living with  HIV in  care and treatment programmes, and further

enhanced by a reduction in  HIV-related mortality. The inclusion of PrEP and

PEP as prevention measures might have a significant impact on reducing the

HIV incidence rate. This will, however, come with a considerable increase in the

resources needed to fund interventions. Therefore, the key policy interventions
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introduced  in  the  new  guidelines  center  on  prevention  and  acceleration  of

treatment aimed at reducing  HIV incidence rates and related mortalities. This

calls for resources to cover an increased number of people targeted for care

and treatment programmes. A lowered mortality rate achieved through an ART

programme implies increased  HIV costs, as the number of people living with

HIV who require HIV care will also increase. Kenya must explore channels for

financing its increased need for HIV care and treatment. These could include

coverage  of  HIV services  in  health  insurance  benefits  packages  (social  or

private health insurance), increased domestic resource mobilisation (including

allocations from national and county governments), and engaging the private

sector to play a bigger role in HIV financing. “ [25]

And  the  corresponding  summary  achieved  by  the  NLP  algorithm  in  JSON

format directly pulled from MongoDB database is:

“[{'summary_text': ' The costing of  HIV interventions in this study is based on

2016  HIV  guidelines  and  considers  two  scenarios:  NASCOP and  Standard.

Findings have shown that the average annual cost of putting a patient on ARVs

is Ksh 12,032.36 (US$115.7) The key biomedical cost drivers in both scenarios

were  ARTs  and  laboratory  management.  Kenya  must  explore  channels  for

financing  its  increased  need  for  HIV care  and  treatment.',  '_id':

ObjectId('61193161c1642b63a200d057')}]”

3.2 Table extraction operation using OCR

To demonstrate this function, UNAIDS experts suggest extracting tabular data

from South African National Treasury [24]. The user operation starts clicking on

the  “Table  extraction”  tab  function  in  the  UI.  The  user  utilizes  the  keyword

search  function  to  find  relevant  tables  in  the  documents.  When  a  table
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containing relevant information is found, the user proceeds to take a screenshot

of the table and then submit it using the UI. The backend engine connects to

AWS Textract service (OCR) via a SDK (BOTO3). Textract converts the image

into a .csv spreadsheet which is delivered to a S3 bucket or to a local folder. An

example of the result of this process is illustrated in the figure 7.

3.3 Quantitative analysis operation and result

This functionality attempts to show the population structure for Kenya and South

Africa (Figure 8a). It is presented in figure 8 as an illustration of the quantitative 

analyses carried out. Additionally, it shows the changes in the investment in HIV

mitigation and their connection to the number of people living with HIV. (Figure 

8b). It was clear that the number of people living with HIV was five times larger 

in South Africa than Kenya (1.4 million). This number stabilized in 2014, 

therefore the monetary investments too. In contrast, South Africa has about 7 

million people living with HIV, with a faster propagation rate than Kenya and a 

required ascending mitigation investment.

3.5. Integration

This  functionality  puts  together  results  from the  functionalities  developed:  i.

pyramid charts, ii. sentiment analysis bar charts, iii. investment vs the number of

people  living  with  HIV  trends  and  a  synthesis  extracted  from the  uploaded

document made by DistilBert algorithm. In this sense, the user can know the

HIV status in the chosen country (Figure 9). 
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4. Discussion

The  PoC  solution  developed  as  PoC  and  presented  to  UNAIDS  as  "AI

summarizer  assistant"  successfully  implemented  an  NLP  engine.  The

summaries  were  generated  using  an  Artificial  Intelligent  language  model,

"distilbert-base-uncased-fine-tuned-sst-2-english",  which  is  one  of  the  many

BERT versions available at Hugginface [20]. This is a particular type of neural

network model that maintains the semantic coherence in different elements in a

text.  Additionally,  the  BERT  models  allowed  extracting  the  sentiment  of

paragraphs, opening the opportunities to  create a quantitative and graphical

comparison of issues across countries or regions.  

This  engine  contains  two  significant  functionalities:  i.  searching  paragraphs

function  based  on  keywords  within  a  document.  ii.  Summary  function:  the

solution was able to produce summaries of the paragraphs found, and even

more, make a summary from all the resumes by clicking the “integration” tab.

These first two capabilities will reduce the reading workload for UNAIDS experts

and speed up identifying documents and paragraphs of interest. According to

UNAIDS experts, these functions can be applied to search for discriminatory

statements  against  minorities  within  different  countries’  legislation.  In

connection to this functionality, the AI summarizer assistant can calculate the

sentiment  index  per  paragraph,  and  get  an  estimation,  without  reading  the

document, how negative or discriminatory the paragraph found is. Therefore,

text summarization is possible and to transform the semantic data (summaries)

into  numerical  scores,  allowing  to  perform  statistical  comparisons  among

countries and regions.
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In addition to  the NLP capabilities,  a  table extraction functionality  based on

OCR technologies from AWS Textract service was successfully implemented.

This  function  will  facilitate  data  gathering  from  PDFs  and  allow  data

manipulation  and  combining  from different  extracted  tables  to  perform  new

analyses. In addition, UNAIDS experts said that this tool might be helpful for

financial  data triangulation since it  allows to extract  and contrast  the use of

financial prevention investments and their utilization from different sources. 

The  implementation  of  quantitative  analyses  visualization  functionality

addressed the relationship between national costs for HIV prevention against

epidemiological. Specifically, it allows tracking the effects of annual investment

in prevention on the number of people living with HIV per country. In this way,

governments can estimate and regulate their budgets for next year. UNAIDS

experts remarked that the number of people living with HIV is very dependent

on their age group in the population of certain countries. To further examine the

population  structure,  population  pyramids  were  added  in  the  visualization.

Furthermore, a future improved visualization that can be implemented is the

population pyramids for people living with HIV.  

The latest functionality acted as a dashboard, putting together all information

from previous functions on one web page. In this way, the UNAIDS experts can

select a country and then get an overview about the population structure using

population pyramids, the investment made and the number of people living with

HIV, a sentiment score graph indicating how positive or negative the situation is

in that country and a text summary.
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4.1 Future directions and improvements

4.1.1 Scale-up

Currently, the solution presented can process one single document at a time

(present  status).  Nevertheless,  the idea is  to  scale it  up to  process various

documents simultaneously. The “AI summarizer assistant” future should first be

scaled to read whole storage, which will contain directories named after each

country. Within these directories, there will be reports provided by each country.

The AI summarizer should loop through each directory and document, extract

relevant paragraphs, and save them into the database, tagging the country and

keyword used. This means the production of text summaries and charts per

country, which can later be utilized for analyses.

4.1.2 Validation capabilities

Validation capabilities refer to the ability to contrast one source of information

against another.  For example, UNAIDS experts mentioned that they have to

examine  official  and  non-official  reports  regarding  HIV.  Sometimes  the

information  agrees  or  disagrees.  It  is  said  that  the  data  is  validated  when

unofficial sources agree with official ones. The issue arises when there is an

apparent disagreement. In some cases, one can argue that the official source is

reliable, while the opposite may be true in controversial government systems.

Using historical data of agreement and disagreement, AI or NLP techniques can

be  trained  to  distinguish  between  genuine  disagreements  and  false

disagreements,  considering  factors  such  as  type  of  government,  years  of

president in power,  history of  human rights violations,  religion, GDP, among

other.

4.1.3 Internet searches

The current solution presented was not implemented to search documents on

the internet. Instead, the demo PoC was tested on a reliable source of PDF
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documents provided by UNAIDS experts.  It  was identified that  a technology

such as “elastic search” [17] could be suitable to find documents on the internet.

The advantages are the possibility of retrieving large amounts of documents,

and additionally,  this will  also avoid country and regional biases imposed by

popular search engines.

Finally,  UNAIDS  experts  expressed  their  future  interest  in  utilizing  NLP

capabilities to identify disparities in the testing and treatment cascade based on

socio-economic status, race and education. This goal is outside of the scope of

this thesis. Still, it is possible to be implemented using named-entity recognition

techniques NER [27], which can be trained to find specific terms and values,

e.g. unemployment and associated values, such as a percentage. With this type

of method, one could maintain accountability in the number of people living with

HIV concerning key populations. Adding this future envisioned functionality to

the current AI summarizer assistant. After scanning and extracting values from

relevant documents, the UNAIDS officer can automatically see the difference

between an expected value for the population group (e.g. 20% more cases of

people with HIV in the highly educated sector) and determine if the value is

realistic or not.

4.2 Conclusion

This project presents reliable proof of the application of AI-based on NLP such

as text search, extraction and summarization. In addition, table extraction from

PDF was successfully based on OCR techniques from AWS. The user interface

developed allowed an easy interaction between the user and the AI functions

developed. The functionalities were developed to select a country of interest

and  year.  This  may  enable  fast  comparison  between  years  and  countries,

making it easier to get an overview of the HIV situation in a country.

Finally, a point to keep in mind when discussing capabilities and possibilities

with AI for NLP is that these methods evolve rapidly. What is possible now was

possibly  infeasible  or  performing poorly  a few years back,  and what  seems

complicated now might be very doable after a few years. In this thesis, we bring
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up the  currently  available  methodologies  which  could  help  execute  tasks  of

UNAIDS GAM processes. 

Figure 6. Above the User Interface showing the search functionality through the

input of two keywords. The second box shows the result from the search. The

first and more extensive paragraph represents the text where both keywords

are present, while the second paragraph represents the summary of the first

text.
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Figure  7. Representation  of  Table  extraction  functionality.  On  top  is  the

targeted  table  whose  numerical  information  wishes  to  be  parsed  into  a

spreadsheet after calling the Textract function from the UI. One can see a good

correspondence  between  the  original  and  the  resultant  table.
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Figure 8. Result of quantitative analyses tab functionality. The figure shows the

results for Kenya and South Africa regarding the investments and number of

people living with HIV during the period 2011-2019. Notice, for South Africa, the

investment for HIV mitigation is about twice the investment for Kenya. At the

same time, the number of people living with HIV in South Africa is about four

times larger than in Kenya. In addition, the UI shows a comparison between

pyramid  charts  per  country  and  gender,  representing  the  distribution  of  the

population classes per age. It is possible to observe that the population of South

Africa has more young adults than (age:25-45) than in Kenya. 
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Figure 9. The final and more critical function of the AI summarizer assistant is

"integration". The diagram shows on top the population pyramids for Kenya in

2019 (males and females). The sentiment analyses carried out for Kenya are

presented on the bottom left, while at the bottom right is the chart showing the

relationship  between  expenditures  and  people  living  with  HIV.  Finally,  a

summary of all paragraphs found is presented at the bottom. 
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Appendices

Appendix. Minutes taken during the meetings with the client

1. Meeting 1: Kick-off meeting  8th April 2021

Participants:

Eliecer Diaz (Project Owner and developer), Katariina Mahkonen (Silo AI), 

Taavi Erkkola (UNAIDS)

Goal: Introduce the parties, SILO AI and UNAIDS, to initiate the dialogue in 

which UNAIDS experts expose their different methodologies and constraints to 

generate reports. UNAIDS is organized in various teams: Financial, Key 

Populations, and Legislation, which have to report the status of AIDS annually 

in each country. Participants manifested a burden on collecting, validating and 

analyzing the data, and they complain that the workload is increment year by 

year. Therefore, It is pressing to explore new computer methods, i.e. Artificial 

Intelligence technologies that assist them on data gathering from public sources

and platforms, reducing the manual reporting burden.

Notes:

Specifically, the dialogue asks about the possibility that AI can handle the 

following needs:

- to Synthesize articles (Peer-reviewed or reports)

- to fill up forms and spreadsheets with specific indicators and values

- To compare and contrast different sources of information

- To extract financial information from articles and fill tables
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As a reply, SILO AI team led by Eliecer Diaz suggested the following:

- The use of NLP on social media

- Revise Financial Time Series using machine learning

- Check these suggestions grouping the countries in regions, e.g. South 

America, Africa, European countries, etc.

Conclusion

The meeting concludes with the schedule of three more sessions where the 

UNAIDS team will present their methods on how they produce reports. The 

Financial team will deliver the first meeting, then the Key Populations team, and

the Legislation team.

2. Introduction to study cases to apply AI. 16April 2021

Meeting 2: Financial Case first meeting. 

Participants: Eliecer Diaz (SILO AI), Katariina Mahkonen (SILO AI), Kai Knuutila

(SILO AI), Taavi Erkkola (UNAIDS), Deepak Mattur (UNAIDS).

Goal: The meeting had the objective to inform about the common issues 

gathering financial data from reports in different countries. 

Notes:

There are about 95 countries involved in the UNAIDS program. From this 

program, the financial department is engaged in monitoring prices of 

antiretroviral treatment ART medicines and the investment efforts made by each

government to make accessible AIDS treatment. They analyze these pieces of 
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information, for example, correlating the investment amount with 

epidemiological data over time, hereafter to evaluate the progress made by 

each country in reducing AIDS.

Within the issues mentioned by the financial department, the extraction of 

information from tables within documents is perhaps the most time-consuming. 

Therefore to parse table contents manually to a spreadsheet is a daunting task. 

Additionally, NGOs and government reports may show similar or divergent 

values regarding, for example, ART and national investments within countries. 

This makes it difficult for UNAIDS to triangulate the acceptable use of the 

money within a country.

Conclusion

To develop a functionality which allow customer to search relevant tables and 

parse the information to spreadsheets.

3. Meeting 3: Key Populations. 19 April 2021

Participants: Participants: Eliecer Diaz (SILO AI), Katariina Mahkonen (SILO 

AI), Kai Knuutila (SILO AI), Taavi Erkkola (UNAIDS), Sonia Arias Garcia 

(UNAIDS). 

Goal: The meeting had the objective to inform about the common issues 

gathering and summarizing data from reports in different countries regarding 

advances in access to HIV testing, ART access in minority populations, i.e. gay,

under age, racial minorities, low education groups.

Notes: 

The client raises the question about automatically detecting possible disparities 

in HIV testing and treatment cascade among groups of different sexual 
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orientation, socio-economic status, race or education level per country, and 

access to HIV treatment. For example, this might be initiated by developing a 

search engine that uses keywords such as STD, malaria, race and AIDS, and 

extracts paragraphs from specific documents where there is a match. Then 

these paragraphs should be synthesized and delivered to the officer. In this 

way, a UNAIDS officer can repeat the same procedure for papers from different 

countries. With this summarized information, a specialist from UNAIDS can 

report possible discrepancies in HIV access and treatment among countries.
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